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Introduction
Whether you're a new or existing customer, it's important to choose the FormAssembly plan that's
right for you. You can visit our website to learn more about each of our Plans and see an in-depth list
of features or you can check out our quick comparison below! If you’d like to know more about any
of our plans, or about how to upgrade, you can also reach out to our Sales team here.

Professional
This starter plan allows you to easily create customizable forms for data collection purposes. Like all
of our plans, you get unlimited forms and responses along with access to our basic features. Here
are some of our most popular features available on the Professional plan:
Save and Resume
Google reCAPTCHA
Notification and Auto-response Emails
Collect payments with options such as PayPal, Stripe, Chargent, and iATS
Accept file uploads from respondents
Add and customize the look of your form with Themes
And many more!

For users who are still in their Professional trial period, you can only use your FormAssembly
account email address for email notifications and auto-response emails.

Premier
Our Premier plan comes with everything you see in a Professional plan, plus some powerful additional
features. In particular, you can now:
Prefill your forms from Salesforce

Connect your forms to Salesforce Marketing Cloud
Collect E-Signatures
Accept payments through Authorize.net
Generate PDFs on demand from the responses page
Attach PDFs to internal response notifications
Send PDF copies of responses to Salesforce
Add Autosuggest menus to your form
And many more!

For users who are still in their Premier trial period, you can only use your FormAssembly account
email address for email notifications and auto-response emails.

Enterprise Cloud
Not only do you get every feature from Professional and Premier, but you also get your own instance
of FormAssembly with an Enterprise Cloud plan. This comes with many advantages, including:
Multiple users (3 to start)
Control user permissions
An onboarding call to help you get started quickly
Choose where your data will reside
Add authentication such as SSO or requiring a Salesforce Community login before filling out a form
Custom URLs
Dynamically prefill picklists from Salesforce
Work directly with your own Customer Success Manager
And many more!

Compliance Cloud
Do you work with particularly sensitive data? Our Compliance Cloud plan comes with all of the
features from the Professional, Premier, and Enterprise plans, plus even more security and control
over data. Some examples of this include:
HIPAA compliance
GLBA and NYDFS compliance
Priority Support
Service Level Agreement (SLA)
Data purge settings
Security and privacy controls for sensitive data

And many more!

